Acalypha pendula
Firetail Chenille Plant
Fluffy masses of bright red chenille flower spikes are produced periodically during the year. Sobkowich

Agrostis stolonifera
Green Twist
The bushy, grasslike foliage on this variety resembles bamboo with a healthy looking, unique vining habit. Green Twist must be kept well-watered during hot spells. Trailing habit. Nordic

Anagallis
WILDCAT Series
From the breeding program at the University of New Hampshire, Wildcat is a groundbreaking series of early-blooming, compact, large-flowered anagallis. These plants make a stunning addition to any container blooming from April until November.

Artemisia stelleriana
SILVER CASCADE®
Silver-grey foliage nicely complements flowering plants and adds contrast. Trailing habit. Nordic

Begonia
BELLECONIA™ Series
Large double blooms start earlier and keep blooming longer with increased heat and light level tolerance. Nordic
BELLECONIA™ Apricot Blush
BELLECONIA™ Cream
BELLECONIA™ Hot Orange
BELLECONIA™ Rose
BELLECONIA™ Snow
BELLECONIA™ Soft Orange

Begonia x hiemalis
SOLENIA® Series
Compact, well-branched plants that set big, double blooms on glossy, dark foliage. Great sun tolerance. Nordic
SOLENIA® Chocolate Orange New this year.
SOLENIA® Dark Pink
SOLENIA® Light Pink
SOLENIA® Red
SOLENIA® Red Orange
SOLENIA® Velvet Red
SOLENIA® Yellow

Begonia
SUMMERWINGS® Series
Huge, airy single blooms with continuous flowering all summer. Blooms earlier than traditional tuberous begonias. Nordic
SUMMERWINGS® Dark Elegance
SUMMERWINGS® Deep Red

Some or all of the varieties listed herein may be protected under one or more of the following: Plant Variety Protection, United States Plant Patents, Utility Patents, and/or Plant Breeders’ Rights and may not be propagated or reproduced without authorization.
SUMMERWINGS® Series (continued) Nordic, Sobkowich

SUMMERWINGS® Ebony and Orange
Begonia × hiemalis
Strong outdoor performance with good sun tolerance. Vigorous and well-branched with large, vivid orange flowers. Nordic

SUMMERWINGS® Orange
Begonia × hiemalis
Large, strong, heat tolerant, with tight, orange, button-like flowers all season. Nordic

SUMMERWINGS® White
Begonia × hiemalis
A prolific bloomer all season that is perfect for sun or part sun. Nordic

SUMMERWINGS® Trailing Pink
Begonia x hiemalis (Reiger)
Small bright red flowers from summer to early fall. Nordic

MILLION BELLS® Series
Incredibly easy to grow, Million Bells are hugely popular. Their profuse, self-cleaning flowers arrive in spring and keep going until fall. Among the most hummingbird-friendly plants on the market. Great garden performers.

MILLION BELLS® Trailing Blue
Nearly purple blooms with a bright yellow center. Nordic, Sobkowich

MILLION BELLS® Trailing Magenta
Cascading purple-magenta flowers all season. Nordic, Sobkowich

MILLION BELLS® Trailing Pink
Bright pink blooms and tight-growing foliage. Nordic, Sobkowich

Cuphea llavea
Cosmos astrosanguineus
Choca Mocha
Dainty chocolate-colored flowers are held on sturdy stems surrounded by fern-like foliage. Nordic

Capheus flavus
TINY MICE®
Small bright red flowers from summer to early fall. Nordic

Dracaena indivisa
Spikes
Long, deep green, fan-like foliage adds height to containers. Nordic

Nephrorhagia excavata
Emerald Vase Boston Fern
This attractive fern has wonderfully textured fronds and is easy to grow. Nordic

Fuchsia
SHADOW DANCERS® Series
A very early bloomer and easy fuchsia series with exceptionally uniform and upright, compact growth. The flowers perch well above the bushy, small-leaved foliage. Blooms all summer long and is heat tolerant. A great 4-inch crop. Nordic

SHADOW DANCERS® Betty
Mix
Wilma Verslot
Stunning single blooms feature crimson red sepals and royal purple corollas that bloom spring to fall. Everblooming, even in full sun. Nordic

Glehnia triloba
Dappled Light
Vigorous grower with pink stems and brightly variegated chartreuse scalloped leaves. Trailing habit. Nordic

Hedera
Glacier
This classic, fan-shaped, silvery green English ivy is a strong grower, trailing variety that’s great for baskets, containers, and as a groundcover. Nordic, Sobkowich

Golden Ingot
Golden Ingot’s triangular-shaped ivy leaf is dainty, elegant, and compact. The variegated leaves feature an overall lemon yellow tone with grey splotches and an emerald green rim. Nordic

Ritterkreuz
Fairly vigorous grower with trailing, self-branching habit. The small, glossy dark green leaves have five to seven pointed lobes, often with little side branches. Nordic, Sobkowich
Hedera (continued)

Teardrop
This variety features shiny, dark green, unlobed teardrop-shaped leaves that are longer than they are wide. Nordic

White Ripple
White Ripple has strong white and green variegation on 5-lobed leaves. Slower growing and self-branching. White Ripple is a trailing variety that works well in baskets or containers. Nordic

Yellow Ripple
Yellow Ripple is a slower growing, prostrate variety with zig-zag stems. The foliage is silver green with butter yellow edges through all seasons. Nordic, Sobkowich

Helichrysum petiolare
Licorice plants are exceptionally easy to grow, requiring little water and fertilizer to deliver a compact, upright, sturdy plant that is a great filler in containers and the landscape.

Licorice Splash
Delightful grey-green leaves with creamy variegation. Nordic

Petite Licorice
Very compact grower with dainty, dusty, silver-green leaves. Nordic

White Licorice
Vigorous grower with lovely silver-white foliage. Nordic

Helichrysum thianschanicum
Icicles
Tight growth habit with long, delicate, intensely silver foliage. Upright habit. Nordic, Sobkowich

Helichrysum arborescens
Fragrant Blue
Large clusters of sweet smelling, purple flowers with upright semi-trailing habit. Nordic

Helichrysum arborescens
Marine
Large clusters of deep purple, vanilla-scented flowers all summer. Heat tolerant. Nordic

Herbs

‘Munstead’ Lavender
 Compact English Lavender strain with soft blue flowers. Nordic

Greek Oregano
Compact well-branched variety. Essential herb for Greek or Italian cooking. Nordic

Triple Curled Parsley
Dark green, finely curled leaves. Use as a garnish and in salads and soups. Nordic, Sobkowich

Peppermint
True peppermint flavor. Nordic

Arp Rosemary
Strong upright growth with grey-green needles. Nordic

Spearmint
Traditional spearmint flavor. Nordic

English Thyme
Vigorous, spreading plants with strong flavor. Nordic

Lemon Thyme
Semi-upright plants with strong citrusy flavor. Nordic

Ipomoea batatas
Black Heart
Trailing habit with garnet-purple, heart-shaped foliage. Nordic

Blackie
Vigorous grower with stunning dark purple, almost black, cascading foliage. Nordic, Sobkowich

Margarita
Vigorous trailing and mounding grower with vibrant chartreuse foliage. Nordic, Sobkowich
Hermann’s Pride
*Lamiastrum galeobdolon*
Hermann’s Pride features shiny silver leaves and green venation and a creeping, trailing habit. Also boasts golden yellow flowers in spring. *Nordic*

LOFOS® Series
The LOFOS® series tells it like it is. Tubular flowers adorn a cascading vine, which has a climbing habit and can be trained on a trellis. *Nordic*

LOFOS® Compact Rose
LOFOS® Compact White
LOFOS® White

Lysimachia congestiflora
WAIKIKI SUNSET™
Formerly Wakaabout Sunset. Profuse yellow and green foliage provides a fabulous setting for brilliant yellow blooms. *Nordic, Sobkowich*

Lysimachia nummularia
Goldilocks
Shiny, round golden leaves create a lovely hanging, creeping effect in both sunny and shady areas. *Nordic*

Muehlenbeckia
Big Leaf
Twining growth with dark stems and emerald green leaves. *Nordic*

Nemesis
JUICY FRUITS® Series
Dramatic and distinctive, the JUICY FRUITS series is known for its intense colors and bloom production. Tolerates hot, dry conditions too. *Nordic*

JUICY FRUITS® Cherry on Ice
JUICY FRUITS® Kumquat

Oxalis vulcanicola
MOLTEN LAVA™
Great color on this beauty. In low light the foliage is chartreuse, and in sunnier locations it’s golden yellow. *Nordic, Sobkowich*

ZINFANDEL™
An exotic beauty with extra-dark purple leaves and yellow blooms that appear all summer. *Nordic, Sobkowich*

Pelargonium zonale
DAREDEVIL® Series
The DAREDEVIL series delivers six complementary colors in a superior performing large geranium. Great in the landscape and in containers, these varieties are sure to provide bright color all summer long. Heat and drought tolerant and deer resistant. *Sobkowich*

DAREDEVIL® Claret
DAREDEVIL® Mulberry
DAREDEVIL® Orchid
DAREDEVIL® Rosita
DAREDEVIL® Salmon
DAREDEVIL® Snow

Petunia
CRAZY TUNIA® Series
Sensational petunias in never-before-seen color combinations! These compact, upright petunias have a robust habit and superb weather resistance which ensures a brilliant performance throughout summer. *Nordic*

CRAZY TUNIA® Black Mamba
CRAZY TUNIA® Blackberry Cheesecake
These cascading petunias are strong and prolific growers that can take the heat. The Surfinia series features a range of vibrant colors that look spectacular in window boxes and hanging baskets.

**SURFINIA**

- **Amethyst**
  - Proven Selection: USPP16804
  - Nordic, Sengwerich
- **Deep Red**
  - Nordic, Sengwerich
- **Giant Blue**
  - Sunmaster (USPP17645, Can2839)
  - Nordic
- **Giant Purple**
  - Sunmaster (USPP13867, Can1689)
  - Nordic
- **Heartbeat**
  - Nordic
- **Heavenly Blue**
  - Nordic, Sengwerich
- **Lime**
  - Sunmaster (USPP13542, Can1303)
  - Nordic
- **Magenta**
  - Sunmaster (USPP16682, Can2837)
  - Sengwerich
- **Patio Yellow**
  - Sunmaster (USPP16297, Can2537)
  - Nordic
- **Purple Majesty®**
  - Nordic
- **Sky Blue**
  - Nordic

**NEW**

- **Cloud 9**
  - Nordic, Sengwerich
- **Cosmic Purple**
  - Nordic, Sengwerich
- **French Kiss**
  - Nordic, Sengwerich
- **Moonstruck**
  - Nordic, Sengwerich
- **Pulse**
  - Nordic, Sengwerich
- **Purple Storm**
  - Nordic, Sengwerich
- **Red Blues**
  - Nordic, Sengwerich
- **Tiki Torch**
  - Nordic, Sengwerich
- **Purple Majesty®**
  - Nordic
- **Sky Blue**
  - Nordic
Petunia
**SURFINIA® Series** (continued)

**SURFINIA® SUMO® Pink** Nordic  
Ø 20-30cm (8-12”)

**Plectranthus coleoides**

**Variegata**  
Ø 15-30cm (6-12”)
Beautiful creamy white and green leaves and a trailing, spreading habit make this beauty ideal for a hanging basket or combo. Also has an herb scent. Nordic, Sobkowich

**Salvia guaranitica**

**Black & Blue**  
Ø 76-100cm (30-40”)
Vibrant blue tubular petals are emphasized by the black stems and bright green foliage. Nordic, Sobkowich

**Senecio candicans**

**ANGEL WINGS** ® 'Senaw' USPP28830  
Ø 61-91cm (24-36”)
Angel Wings is a stunning stand alone focal plant in containers with large 6”/15cm, textured silver leaves and a mounding habit. Angel Wings loves full sun and is drought and salt tolerant. New this year. Nordic

**Solenostemon scutellarioide s**

**Coleus**  
Bold, versatile and colorful, these popular foliage plants are tolerant of varying light conditions, are easy to grow and are among the fastest-selling plants in any program.

**Fishnet Stockings**  
Ø 61-91cm (24-36”)
Symmetrical bright green leaves appear to be hand-painted with a deep burgundy variegation. Nordic

**Freckles**  
Ø 61-91cm (24-36”)
Bronze and orange splashes on creamy yellow leaves.

**Gay’s Delight**  
Ø 61-91cm (24-36”)
Lime green foliage with purple veins make a unique accent. Nordic

**Pineapple**  
Ø 61-91cm (24-36”)
Lime green and yellow scalloped leaves with maroon edges. Nordic, Sobkowich

**Sky Fire**  
Ø 61-91cm (24-36”)
Burgundy-red leaves are lined with ruffled, lime edges. Nordic

**Texas Parking Lot**  
Ø 61-91cm (24-36”)
Vigorous, large burgundy leaves with a golden yellow edge. Nordic

**Streptocarpella**

**Concord Blue**  
Ø 20-30cm (8-12”)
A shade-loving member of the African violet family, Concord Blue’s lovely blue blooms hover over the felted leaves. Sobkowich

**Succulents**

**Aeonium**

**Kiwi**  
Ø 76-100cm (30-40”)
Low-growing, mound ing variety with rosettes of pale yellow in the center become shades of chartreuse green to pink with red edges. Nordic

**Aptenia**

**Variegata**  
Ø 76-100cm (30-40”)
Aptenia Variegata is a fast growing, trailing succulent that works perfectly in succulent baskets and planters. The cream and green leaves are covered with small magenta flowers in summer and fall. New this year. Nordic

**Crassula**

**Baby Jade**  
Ø 20-41cm (8-16”)
Glossy round leaves are hinted with a bright red edge. White, star-shaped flowers appear in fall. Nordic

**Princess Pine**  
Ø 76-100cm (30-40”)
This plant has a nice spreading habit and dark green reeds with slight purple tones throughout. Nordic

**Crassula**

**Small Red Carpet Stonecrop**  
Ø 15-30cm (6-12”)
Multi-stemmed, upright plant with small, green, fleshy leaves.

**Echeveria**

**Arrow**  
Ø 76-100cm (30-40”)
Green rosettes with narrow, pointed leaves and bright red tips. Nordic

**New**

**Variegated Jade**  
Ø 15-20cm (6-8”)
Brightly variegated white and green fleshy leaves. Nordic

**Sunset Curls**  
Ø 20-41cm (8-16”)
Twisted leaves with a soft red edge. Nordic

**Variegated Jade**  
Ø 15-20cm (6-8”)
Brightly variegated white and green fleshy leaves. Nordic
Echeveria **Black Prince**
Black Prince features tight rosettes up to 3” wide with thin, triangular leaves that are a dark black colour. Rich burgundy red flowers appear on stalks in late autumn. *Nordic*

Echeveria **Dark Red**
Red colored leaves on fast growing, compact plant. *Nordic*

Echeveria **Ebony**
Tight rosettes of fleshy, sharp pointed, greyish green leaves with red margins and dark purple tips. *Nordic*

Echeveria **Elegans**
Elegans is a rosette forming, grey-leafed succulent with blush pink hues when grown in bright light. New this year. *Nordic*

Echeveria **Firecracker**
Blue green rosettes covered with soft white hairs. Bright red and yellow flowers. *Nordic*

Echeveria **Perle Von Nurnberg**
Grey, symmetrical rosettes are highlighted with pink and purple. Coral-colored flowers appear in spring. *Nordic*

Echeveria **Red Edge**
Large, blue-green rosettes with a bright red edge. *Nordic*

Echeveria **Red Sky**
Soft red leaves on vigorous growing plants. *Nordic*

Echeveria **Red Tip**
Pinkish grey, fleshy leaves with pointed, dark red tips. *Nordic*

Echeveria **Rosea**
Compact rosettes with rose red tips and twisted leaf edges. *Nordic*

Echeveria **Topsy Turvy**
Topsy Turvy is a fast growing, rosette-forming succulent with twisted, blue-grey leaves. Flowers appear in late summer on tall stems. *Nordic*

Graptopetalum pentandrum
It has fleshy, thick, and pale lavender leaves. Rosettes up to 5” in diameter and have a flattened “face.” *Nordic*

Graptosedum
Vera Higgins
Rosette-shaped, reddish bronze leaves. *Nordic*

Graptosedum
Fred Ives
Dark purple rosettes are highlighted with pink and purple. Coral-colored flowers appear in spring. *Nordic*

Kalanchoe marnieriana
Mariner’s Kalanchoe
Flattened, blue-green, upward-facing, rounded leaves on well-branched plants. *Nordic*

Kalanchoe pumila
Silver Grey
Scalloped foliage in shades of burgundy to dusty rose. Produces pink flowers in spring. *Nordic*

Kalanchoe tomentosa
Panda Plant
This unique plant has thick, soft, furry, silver leaves with a burgundy edge. *Nordic*

Lampranthus deltoides
Iceplant
Well-branched with fleshy, three-sided, blush green leaves and dark stems. *Nordic*
Sedum nussbaumianum
Chinese Dunce Cap
Soft, silvery-green foliage with beautiful paddle-shaped leaves in a tight rosette. Nordic

Pachyphytum
Silver Jelly Bean
Chubby, jelly bean-like, blue-green leaves develop reddish tips when grown in high light conditions. Nordic

Sedum rubrotinctum
Brown Bean Sedum
Jelly bean-like leaves on dense plants that change from green to red in summer. Nordic

Sedum 'Kalinda'
Large, succulent leaves held in tight green heads with blood red centers. Nordic

Senecio
Blue Chalk Sticks
Soft blue, round leaves cover this low-maintenance succulent. Nordic

Senecio
String of Pearls
Round, succulent leaves carried down long, slender stems. They look more like peas than pearls, but this succulent is definitely a gem. Nordic

Sedum clavatum
Aurora Blue
Small, frosted green leaves form tight spirals to create thick rosettes that in bright light become tipped with pink. Nordic

Sedum morganianum
Burrito
Long, trailing stems and densely packed foliage. Short, thick, lime green leaves. Nordic
**Verbena**

**TAPIEN® Blue Violet**

An endless carpet of blue-violet blooms all season; excellent annual ground cover. *Nordic*

**Vinca major**

**Variegated**

Compact, mounding and trailing habit with dark green and white variegated foliage. New this year. *Nordic, Sobkowich*

**Vinca major**

*’Wojo’s Jem’* [USPP11809]

Compact, mounding and trailing habit with dark green and white variegated foliage. *Nordic, Sobkowich*

**Vinca minor**

*’Illumination’* [USPP12132 Can1632]

Variegated foliage has an interesting coloration with lemon-colored leaves edged with lime. Blue flowers appear in spring. Trailing habit. *Sobkowich*